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Alfie the elf knitting pattern

Slip your hands into these soft sofa misguessfor a real winter hot-up! As a gift to add to your collection of perfect or winter gear, this beautiful pair is first to be made and then shrinks into the washing machine to get a fulty look. On the technique-bound-BO ad casting---------Built in F.L.F.L.T----------------------F.S.L.C.N.A.,
Working with Purwar Two-Year-Working with Double Pointed Needle as 1- Dup Size Adult Medium: 9 (23 cm) Length Mapa (After Pheltang) Will you need a sleep: 220 yards (201m) medium weight 100% on swout; 50G will not feel the F.G. suite (supravan and syndo); do not use for felttang projects.) We used: Jhern
Yaran Cascade (100% on): #220 (Yaran A), 1 phenty; Scsalsa enmr (100% palaeaster): #49 Dark Purple (Yaren B), 1 ball needle: SET OF US Size 8 (5mm) 5 Double-pointed concepts: Sly-marks; The slyholder miscellaneous to use as small amount of spaceof the tapastry needle waste: washing machine, Dashawang
Liquid Gauge 18 sixes = 4 (10 cm) making a false guess of making a yaran with each other together with each other 1, put on the cast 44. Split salasily on 4 needle (11 on each injection). Join a circle, not to turn care. Place the sly-marks at the beginning of the goal. Make in circular stoccanity sly (make all rounds) until
the work steps 31/2 (9 cm) from the cast edge. Cut the suat B, leave 5 (12.5 cm) tail. Tail in the wrong side of the task, and save. Continue with the following as sot A: Goal 1: [Make 5, 1] 8 times; To be 4. (52 rounds 2-11: Make. Start the thumb operand (use the same color-marks to indicate the start and end, but choose
a different color than the starting goal-marks.) Goal 12: Build 2, place the sly inguination to indicate the beginning of the increase, make 1, make 2, make 1. The sly inguinate place to indicate the end of the increase, to be made for the end of the period. (54 goals 13: Bun. Goal 14: First to add to the marks, slip marks,
make 1, make for the next addition, 1, slip-hit, make for the end of the goal. (Repeat 56 rounds 13 and 14 5 more times until more than 16 marks and 66 salkal needle increases. Round 25: Bun. Goal 26: First to be a mark. Metal piece of waste cotton on the tapastry needle. Slip-add on waste suat between the 16 salco
slip; tie-soat finish working together. The soat is used to start round with A and the same needle, put on 2 simple using the method on the cast (it will become 2 new in the next round). To be at the end of the period. Continue to work until the task steps are created in the round from 11 (28 cm) cuffs (injection stoon,
including 52) on cast. Ten Goals 1: [Make 2, Make 2 together] shape 13 times. (Round 39 2-5: Make. 6: [Make 1, make 2 with each other] 13 times. (26) Round 7-10: Make. Goal 11: [2 times to be with each other]. (13) Goal 12: To be made. The soat cut, 5 leaves (12.5 cm) tail. Thread the tapastry needle, and insert
through 13 suions. Gently pull the sout to close the top ten. Turn outside, and tie several salas to the tail to save. Put the thumb into the empty-made needle to hold on to the first 8 sly ingu. Slip 8 salis from the other injection-wasting suat. Join Sot A at the beginning of the second needle; place the marks to indicate the
beginning of the goal. With the third needle, make 8 from the second needle. Select 2-Toe top to make 8 salco from the needle before the edge (18 salkal). In place with the start-up marks, rearrange the salin so that each needle has 6 sui. Use the fourth injection in the round until the piece steps 21/4 (5.5 cm). Shape
toes top goal 1: [Make 2, Make 2 together] 4 times, make the last 2 salco with each other. (12 sal2) Round 2-3: Make. Goal 4: [1, Make 2 together] 4 times. (8) Goal 5: Make. The soat cut, 5 leaves (12.5 cm) tail. Touch the thread on the step-needle, and put on the 8 th salsui from the bottom. Pull the yaran to close the
sofa gently. Change the turn outside inside, and tie several sals to the tail to save. Make another ten miles for the match. Follow the Pheltang-Filtang instructions. Try to misestimate the size for several times during the fyltang process. A quick and easy way to make a cute gift for one's own or a love. Add interesting
details that simple patons and fun designs will not misestimate them. For more helpful built-in tips and interesting pater, try: Help Designers: Louri Goonia and Lucia Sanccolor. This multitalor tika is made in two pieces, with a side-side flung which has the parts to create a closure. To add additional characters, ghogharali,
are made of fat tuss, not to be, between the sels. Technology Back Sly Ad-Bound Casting on off-BO Block Cable Cast-----Made by Straandang Suite-----------------with 1 of 1 measurement of transparent sly by the fallow on 800 yards [732m]/16os [454g] Weight On-Sw (100% on) : 8oz (226g) Color A and Color C; 4 oz
(102g) colors B, D, and E; 30 yards [28m]/16oz [454g] hetifering, A special Hindspan yaran (100% on): 8 yards [of the soni] color C-thickness we used: La Lana Voules Mallspan made vaversted (100% on): lavender (Yaran A) , 2 Scanas; Muddr-Piyla (Soutb), 1 Fanti; Indian Paint Brush Light (Yaran C), 2 Scans;
Brazalowd III (Yaran D), 1 Fanty. Apple Green (Sot E), 1 phenty. La Lana Voolis Thick Pan (100% Hindspan, Super Big Weight On): Indian Paint Brush (Yaran C-Dahesi), 8 yards. Needle: US Size 10 (6mm) Circular 24 (61cm m) Long 14 (35.5 cm) Direct concepts: protective pin; sly-marks; To get the spacetry needle sly
injection and thread; five 11/4 (3.2 cm) buttons; 16x16 (40.5 x 40.5 cm) The Taqa Form 1 (back) cast each other as 57 as each other as each other. 8 row work in transparent slying. Sot cut, leave 4 (10cm) tail. (Leave a 4 [10 cm] cotton spout every time you change the yaran, with c-dahesal, follow the instructions below
for this suite.) Change to Yaran B, and work together as 2 stands together in 1, 2 row work in transparent slying. Stuck-up thickness panchayat sire (worked on transparent sly) Row 1: (right) with the yaran C of 2 sands, all sulea. Keep a protective pin on this side to mark as the right side of the job. Row 2: Being a (wrong
supplementary). How 3: (right) with the yaran C of 2 sands, make 1; With 1 brown C-thickness and leaving a 1 (2.5 cm) on the wrong side of the job, * Take the c-thickness sod from the wrong side to the right, the journey between the last sui worked on the right needle and the first sire on the left injection. Drop in front,
and leave it; Don't shave. With the yaran C of 2 sands, next 3-sl. Pick up C-mat and 3 sals across the ghost worked only on the right side; Take a suto on the wrong side of this task, travelling between the right and the left needle. Drop them down in the back and leave it. Using the 2-strings of the yaran C, make 1*. *
Repeat from ** in line (finish with C-thickness on wrong part of the job). Using 2 sands of yaran C, the rest become sly. Row 4:2 with the yaran C of the sands, to be. Row 5:2 with the yaran C of the sands, to be built. Row 6: (on the wrong side) * 2 with the yaran C of the sands, make 1; 1 Take the brown c-row 3 to the
right of the thickness and work, travelling between the right and the left needle. C-mout on the right side of the job and leave it. With the yaran C of 2 sands, make 1. The thickness on the right side of the ghostly C-3 just worked and then c-thickness back to the wrong side, travelling between the right and left needle.
Leave it on the wrong side and leave it there *. Repeat from ** across the *row. With the yaran C of 2 sands, the rest of the sly ingestion. Row 7: To be. Row 8: To be. Row 9: Redo Row 3 (on the right). Cut C-thickness, tied in after a left 1 (2.5 cm) poonch. Row 10: (False supplementary). By cutting the soat c, drop about
4 (10cm) later tied. Start the sled-pater change made in the soat d, and do the following: Row 1: (right) * Make 1, repeat with the suat in front of 1 slip ** ; from ** to * end with the last slay in the row, finish with 1. Row 2: (wrong supplementary) Row 3: Make 1, * Make 1, repeat with the front soat with 1 slip ** ; * from **
across the row, ending with 2. Row 4: Would have created. Work again of 3 made sly inguited (12 rows). Convert to 4 rows to be made, sot E. Sot A, convert to 10 rows. Convert to Suto-B, Become 4 Convert to Yaran C and C-Dabys, and work 10 rows in the stuck thick panchayat edit. Change to Yaran D, Work 4 4 In
the sly ingume of the made. Convert to 4 rows to be made, sot E. Sot A, convert to 8 rows. Next row: (right) to continue with soat A, move around the queue to close the one shaving. 8 rows to be made. Next row: (wrongside) to be across row, to mark 6, 17, 28, 39, and 50 for the cause placement before filling the sly
inge- mark. Botonnhellas next row: (right) a 2-sly, 1-row-scage is the following on each of the marks: (but not including) the first surah edited, then bringing the spout between the needle in front of the work, the next sly (sly marked) from the right injection from the left injection, and taking the suwith between the needle to
drop it. * Next sly on the right needle from left injection, then second sly on the right injection (counting the needle from the top back) over the first sui and leave the needle (bound the same). Repeat from * Are bound to 2 (2) again. Take the left needle back to the last, and work in the wrong side. With a back-slot, cable
cast 3 slot (1 more sly than you). Work back to the right. Back with the suat, move the sly slip before right injection from left injection, then sway on the extra cable cast on the slathe thrown to close the slog. Make the next marked sule, and make another cause in the same way. Repeat, make a cause on each marked
sui, then make it at the end of the row. Next row: Being a (wrong supplementary). Next row: All the silcours tied out. Cotton on the tapastry injection, and thread 4 (10cm) cotton spout. To save the wrong side tied the cylinder filled. Repeat with the tail of each sot except C-dabys. With the sui and thread sui, the stalking
down ends on the wrong side of the C-thickness work. On the two side 2 (front) the soat cast together as each other on 1, 57. 4 row work in transparent slying. Sot cut, leave 4 (10cm) to 1 on the side of the poonch. Change to Suto-B, and work 2 rows of transparent slying. Side 2 Stuck- The Thickness Of The Panchayat
Spherin Line 1: (Right) With The Yaran C, A Bun in line. Keep a protective pin on this side to mark as the right side of the job. Row 2: Being a (wrong supplementary). Row 3: (right) To be 1, a 1 (2.5 cm) C-mis-on-the-wrong side. * Take the suat from the wrong side between the last sule worked on the right injection and
the first sily on the left injection. Drop-c-mout. With sot c, make 3 si. 3-C-thickness across the right side of the ghost and pick up just worked. Move C-lean into the wrong part of the job, travel between the right and left the needle, and leave it there. With Yaran C, make 1 sly*. * Repeat from ** in line (finish with C-
thickness on wrong part of the job). With Yaran C, make the rest of the sly. Row 4: To be. Row 5: To be. Row 6: (wrong side) * With 2 sands of soat C, 1, take a row from the thickness of the 3 wrong side and take it to the right side of the job, travelling between the slides on the right and left needle. Drop C-mout on the
right. With Sot C, Make 3 The ghostly C-3maq worked just on the right side of the mout and then returned it to the wrong side, travelling between the right and left needle. Drop C-Lean *. Repeat from ** across the *row. With Yaran C, make the rest of the sly. Cut C-thickness, leaving 1 (2.5 cm) tail. Convert to Yaran D,
and work 4 rows of sly inguinated. Change to Suite E, and work 2 row in transparent sly. Work the above sly inguo-tinted and colors as follows: * 4 row work in transparent sali with yaran A; with Yaran B, 2 rows work in transparent sali; with Yaran C and C-Daheb, work 6 rows of stuck thick panchayat spheron suomoto;
With Yaran D, work rows in 4 made sly inguinal sire sions; And with the sot e, transparent sly* i work in 2 rows. * Repeat from *3 more times (72 rows total). With sot e, work 6 rows in transparent sly. By tying all the salco. All loose ends, and c-bottom in the wrong side of the task by tanking the pheanom. Block the curly
striped takeya to measure both sides, tied to the wrong side with 1 fallow on the side. Using the theme-spacetry needle, with each other facing the right sides and the wrong sides, with backup swaying around both sides and bottom edge. Leave 1 dilate banks open by side. Work on the right side and slide the button to
the bottom side 2 opposite to the side of the hole with the bottom down side with the bottom down side with the top side. Enter the takeya form, and close the button. If you're looking for a serious design, our next step is for you. Visit the next page for our fluffy entertainment sai admonition. For more helpful built-in
suggestions and interesting pater, try: Page 2 This multi-multi-faceted tika is made in two pieces, with a side-side fzip that the sheets to create a closure. To add additional characters, ghogharali, are made of fat tuss, not to be, between the sels. Technology Back Sly Ad-Bound Casting on off-BO Block Cable Cast-----
Made by Straandang Suite-----------------with 1 of 1 measurement of transparent sly by the fallow on 800 yards [732m]/16os [454g] Weight On-Sw (100% on) : 8oz (226g) Color A and Color C; 4 oz (102g) colors B, D, and E; 30 yards [28m]/16oz [454g] hetifering, A special Hindspan yaran (100% on): 8 yards [of the soni]
color C-thickness we used: La Lana Voules Mallspan made vaversted (100% on): lavender (Yaran A) , 2 Scanas; Muddr-Piyla (Soutb), 1 Fanti; Indian Paint Brush Light (Yaran C), 2 Scans; Brazalowd III (Yaran D), 1 Fanty. Apple Green (Sot E), 1 phenty. La Lana Voolus Thick Panchayat (100% Hindspan, Super Big
Weight On): Indian Paint Brush (Yaran C-Dahesi), 8 g. Needle: US Size 10 (6 mm) Circular 24 (61cm) Long or 14 (35.5 cm) Direct Concepts: Safety Pin; Sly Cursor; To inject and meet the thread with the tapastry needle; five 11/4 (3.2 cm) buttons; 16x16 (40.5 x 40.5 cm) Make 1 (back) towards The Takeya Form Cast on
1, 57 as 2 soat suas as each other's sands. 8 row work in transparent slying. Sot cut, leave 4 (10cm) tail. (Leave a 4 [10 cm] cotton spout every time you change the yaran, with c-dahesal, follow the instructions below for this suite.) Change to Yaran B, and work together as 2 stands together in 1, 2 row work in transparent
slying. Stuck-up thickness panchayat sire (worked on transparent sly) Row 1: (right) with the yaran C of 2 sands, all sulea. Keep a protective pin on this side to mark as the right side of the job. Row 2: Being a (wrong supplementary). How 3: (right) with the yaran C of 2 sands, make 1; With 1 brown C-thickness and
leaving a 1 (2.5 cm) on the wrong side of the job, * Take the c-thickness sod from the wrong side to the right, the journey between the last sui worked on the right needle and the first sire on the left injection. Drop in front, and leave it; Don't shave. With the yaran C of 2 sands, next 3-sl. Pick up C-mat and 3 sals across the
ghost worked only on the right side; Take a suto on the wrong side of this task, travelling between the right and the left needle. Drop them down in the back and leave it. Using the 2-strings of the yaran C, make 1*. * Repeat from ** in line (finish with C-thickness on wrong part of the job). Using 2 sands of yaran C, the rest
become sly. Row 4:2 with the yaran C of the sands, to be. Row 5:2 with the yaran C of the sands, to be built. Row 6: (on the wrong side) * 2 with the yaran C of the sands, make 1; 1 Take the brown c-row 3 to the right of the thickness and work, travelling between the right and the left needle. C-mout on the right side of
the job and leave it. With the yaran C of 2 sands, make 1. The thickness on the right side of the ghostly C-3 just worked and then c-thickness back to the wrong side, travelling between the right and left needle. Leave it on the wrong side and leave it there *. Repeat from ** across the *row. With the yaran C of 2 sands, the
rest of the sly ingestion. Row 7: To be. Row 8: To be. Row 9: Redo Row 3 (on the right). Cut C-thickness, tied in after a left 1 (2.5 cm) poonch. Row 10: (False supplementary). By cutting the soat c, drop about 4 (10cm) later tied. Start the sled-pater change made in the soat d, and do the following: Row 1: (right) * Make 1,
repeat with the suat in front of 1 slip ** ; from ** to * end with the last slay in the row, finish with 1. Row 2: (wrong supplementary) Row 3: Make 1, * Make 1, repeat with the front soat with 1 slip ** ; * from ** across the row, ending with 2. Row 4: Would have created. Work again of 3 made sly inguited (12 rows). Convert to
4 rows to be made, sot E. Sot A, convert to 10 rows. Convert to Sot B, make 4 rows. Convert to Yaran C and C-Dabys, and work 10 rows in the stuck thick panchayat edit. Change to Yaran D, work in a sly inguinal printer made on 4. Convert to 4 rows to be made, sot E. Sot A, convert to 8 rows. Row: (right) to continue
with soat A, move around the queue to close the ones you make. 8 rows to be made. Next Next (Wrong side) to be lined up, before the sly inge-mark holds 6, 17, 28, 39, and 50 for the cage placement. Botonnhellas next row: (right) a 2-sly, 1-row-scage is the following on each of the marks: (but not including) the first
surah edited, then bringing the spout between the needle in front of the work, the next sly (sly marked) from the right injection from the left injection, and taking the suwith between the needle to drop it. * Next sly on the right needle from left injection, then second sly on the right injection (counting the needle from the top
back) over the first sui and leave the needle (bound the same). Repeat from * Are bound to 2 (2) again. Take the left needle back to the last, and work in the wrong side. With a back-slot, cable cast 3 slot (1 more sly than you). Work back to the right. Back with the suat, move the sly slip before right injection from left
injection, then sway on the extra cable cast on the slathe thrown to close the slog. Make the next marked sule, and make another cause in the same way. Repeat, make a cause on each marked sui, then make it at the end of the row. Next row: Being a (wrong supplementary). Next row: All the silcours tied out. Cotton on
the tapastry injection, and thread 4 (10cm) cotton spout. To save the wrong side tied the cylinder filled. Repeat with the tail of each sot except C-dabys. With the sui and thread sui, the stalking down ends on the wrong side of the C-thickness work. On the two side 2 (front) the soat cast together as each other on 1, 57. 4
row work in transparent slying. Sot cut, leave 4 (10cm) to 1 on the side of the poonch. Change to Suto-B, and work 2 rows of transparent slying. Side 2 Stuck- The Thickness Of The Panchayat Spherin Line 1: (Right) With The Yaran C, A Bun in line. Keep a protective pin on this side to mark as the right side of the job.
Row 2: Being a (wrong supplementary). Row 3: (right) To be 1, a 1 (2.5 cm) C-mis-on-the-wrong side. * Take the suat from the wrong side between the last sule worked on the right injection and the first sily on the left injection. Drop-c-mout. With sot c, make 3 si. 3-C-thickness across the right side of the ghost and pick up
just worked. Move C-lean into the wrong part of the job, travel between the right and left the needle, and leave it there. With Yaran C, make 1 sly*. * Repeat from ** in line (finish with C-thickness on wrong part of the job). With Yaran C, make the rest of the sly. Row 4: To be. Row 5: To be. Row 6: (wrong side) * With 2
sands of soat C, 1, take a row from the thickness of the 3 wrong side and take it to the right side of the job, travelling between the slides on the right and left needle. Drop C-mout on the right. With sot c, make 3 si. The ghostly C-3maq worked just on the right side of the mout and then returned it to the wrong side,
travelling between the right and left needle. Drop C-Lean *. Repeat from ** across the *row. With Yaran C, Rest sily. Cut C-thickness, leaving 1 (2.5 cm) tail. Convert to Yaran D, and work 4 rows of sly inguinated. Change to Suite E, and work 2 row in transparent sly. Work the above sly inguo-tinted and colors as follows:
* 4 row work in transparent sali with yaran A; with Yaran B, 2 rows work in transparent sali; with Yaran C and C-Daheb, work 6 rows of stuck thick panchayat spheron suomoto; With Yaran D, work rows in 4 made sly inguinal sire sions; And with the sot e, transparent sly* i work in 2 rows. * Repeat from *3 more times (72
rows total). With sot e, work 6 rows in transparent sly. By tying all the salco. All loose ends, and c-bottom in the wrong side of the task by tanking the pheanom. Block the curly striped takeya to measure both sides, tied to the wrong side with 1 fallow on the side. Using the theme-spacetry needle, with each other facing the
right sides and the wrong sides, with backup swaying around both sides and bottom edge. Leave 1 dilate banks open by side. Work on the right side and slide the button to the bottom side 2 opposite to the side of the hole with the bottom down side with the bottom down side with the top side. Enter the takeya form, and
close the button. If you're looking for a serious design, our next step is for you. Visit the next page for our fluffy entertainment sai admonition. For more helpful built-in suggestions and interesting patins, try:
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